Introduction
In the sequel, we consider the problem of finding a leader in an asynchronous bidirectional ring of processors. Each processor is distinguished by a unique identification number (its "identity"). There is no central controller and every processor has only locai information about the network, namely it only knows its direct neighbours in the distributed system. The problem is to design a distributed algorithm that elects a unique processor as the leader (e.g., the largest numbered one) in using a minimum number of messages. We assume that the processors work fully asynchronously and cannot use clocks or time-outs. Hence, we can assume that the algorithms are message-driven: except for the initialization phase of an election, any processor can only perform actions upon receipt of a message. We also assume the processors and the communications system to be error-free.
As to the terminology, a message is any information device which travels around the ring, from one processor to one another, whether they are neighbours or not. An elementary message, which is a message between two neighbour sites in the ring will also be called a message. Finally, one pip will denote the traversal delay of one elementary message.
Much work has already been completed to obtain good upper, lower and average bounds for different variants of the problem. In [1] , tight upper and lower bounds for distributed leader-finding in bidirectional rings are presented. These bounds are exhibited for the probabilistic algorithm given in [8, 12] (Algorithm P) and for a derived deterministic version of the latter (Algorithm D). Up to now, this result was the best approximation of the average number of messages required in Algorithm P (an upperbound of 0.7075...nHn+O(n) and a lower bound of 0.7033...nHn+O(n)) and Algorithm D (previous upper bound) .
In this paper, we derive the exact asymptotic average value of the number of messages (Vuillemin [13] ). The left-to-right maxima (or upper records) of a permutation r e @, correspond to the occurences of the ualue zero in the inuersion tablà of n.
Ifoneusesvariablestodenotethevalues0, 1,...,n-lintheinversiontableIofapermutationrî(e.g., x1. x2;...,xn-t), then the set of all inversion tables corresponding to all permutations of size n is fully described by the polynomial xo ("0 * xr) ( Proof. The unsigned Stirling number of the first kind, sn,o, is proved in [13] Proof. This well-known result repeatedly occurs in the theory of permutations; see [13, 1] 
Secondly, expressing the generating polynomial G,(x) n n( j), we get nn(,r) xi -x2 n,(,t) xi-z.
Q.3)
G,(x) for TP . a <2a and the value of nn(,r) follows. n Thus, n n( il is the coefficient of x i -2 3. Analysis of Algorithm P
We know from [8, 1, 12] that Algorithm P requires an expected number of messages of at most ]nH,* O(n). This value is only an upper bound, because the possible effect of higher-order upper records was ignored in this evaluation.
Algorithm P (Bodlaender and Proof. Accumulating in (3.2) the quantity { for all the n (o,)-messages (1 < i < n), which are independent random variables, yields the exact average number of messages, namely ft:|nHn-n I I à("-i1yc,(])+o(n).
2<É<" B/2<e<B
Now,
and summing respectively over B (2 < É < n) and a (+p < d < p), .s:lrQp-t' ("-à€)__1 r / r g==,("=;.{).'} 4.2.laemma. The expected number of rises of n e.6 n is R,: à@ + 7).
Proof. Comtet, for example in [2] , shows that the Eulerian numbers, A(n, k) count the number of permutations z€6, with k rises. The exponential generating function of Eulerian numbers U(t, z1:1 *L,.rA(n, k)(2"/nl)tk-l has the value (t(t, z) : ,';,'
Whence, by developing (4.1) with regard to (r -1) we obtain u(t, z):( f ,'\*(1 -,)( y n -rr z') * (1 ;t)'f I \n>1 I \n>-2 t I t \n>3
Considering U(t, z) and its derivatives in /: 1, we obtain
The mean 4: (4.3)/(4.2) + l: I@ + 1), and the variance var(R") :J, + l)/12 are easily derived from the above identities. In this case, the standard deviation is of order ,/n . -|he central limit theorem shows that R,, when normalszeô, converges to the normal distribution. E 4.3. Lemma. The expected length of rises and falls of n e 6 n is L,:Zn/(n + 7).
Proof. Let us first recall the fundamental one-to-one correspondence (due to Françon and Viennot [5] ) between permutations of 6, and weighted paths [6] . Besides, define the set ,8, of "subexceeding functions" on [1, n] to be the set of functions / on [1, n] such that /(t) < i for all i in [1, n] . Then there exists a one-to-one mapping between the set En and 6, which may be pictured as the correspondence between the crossed squares of the inversion table of a permutationandthecorrespondingvalue/(i)-1(foralll<i<n),/beingthenasubexceedingfunction (see [10] for a more detailed argumentation). .8" may be described by means of the polynomial F(*r,..., xn) :"r(", + x2)... (", * x2* ... +*,), from which we can obtain IU): (j-1)!(r+j-1)...(r+ n-r), the generating polynomial of subexceeding functions on [1, r] whence ,: *'rrr)*ir:::;r. rl, ,n" *0.*"i tength or rises and ralls or n. n Note that the variance is 2n(n + 3)/(n + 1)2 -(/(n + l))H,, and the central limit theorem shows that 2,, when normalized, converges to the normal distribution. Hence from [2] andfl2l, fortunately, every message within Stage 2* travels along the ring in a direction irrespective of the pairwise positions of peak-processors (this "weak" form of dependence is illustrated in [10] ). Therefore, the probability that a message is sent to the right or the left is ], and v/e are brought back to the average case analysis of Algorithm P.
In this case then (Algorithm P revisited), the asymptotic expected number of messages is n*H,*/ A + n*Çn,7rlI *O(n), when accumulating the average distances \for all the n* peak-processors. And since (4.4) #"-('. *h)ur *o(n): h9+('. *h)r,*o(n), the asymptotic expected number of messages propagated in Algorithm D is 27 February 1989 1 3n*1 trïHn*o(n): #trH, +O(n). u Note that we assumed that all the processors start the election "simultaneously" and work synchronously. The first assumption allows us not to consider the case when there exist p < n initiators, and the second assumption (together with the first one) yields an O(n) "time" complexity for both Algorithm P and Algorithm D: viz. in the best case, n + ln and n * 7 * ]n pips respectively; in the worst case, 3n and 3n*! pips respectively; on the average 2n and2n*I pips respectively. In this case, the ]n pips applies to the delay time elapsed for the inauguration of the leader. As to the worst-case message complexity of Algorithm P and Algorithm D, Bodlaender and Van Leeuwen proved in [1] that the maximum number of messages is lnz and, f,n2 respectively.
Conclusions
We have presented a detailed analysis which shows that the probabilistic algorithm Algorithm P as well as the deterministic algorithm Algorithm D have the same asymptotic average message complexity for the election problem in a bidirectional ring. The present result is a confirmation of the tight bounds derived in 
